
The Artist , The Master Gitta Lindblom 

 

Astonishing Optical-Surreal Of Universal Theme  

 

The Master Gitta Lindblom is one of the greats and an outstanding contemporary 

visual-artist her arts are absolutely pure and original theme with greatest expression and 

passions of the inspirations and joyful of the colors and theme .  

 

Title " My Circles "  

 

This is absolutely astonishing painting that inter-related to many "isms" among Optical colors 

,Naturalism ,Figurative , Cultural ,Constructivism   Expressionist ,Semi Abstract , Impressive 

, Universal ,Portraits , Birds and Animal , Geographical, Humanity , Scientific , Surrealist , 

Gestures Movements , Geometrical , Spiritual-Divine , Conceptual, Pop-Art , Healing , 

Emotionalism , Sensationalism ,Time , Abstract Landscape and etc...…. 

 

The master Gitta Lindblom have done an outstanding expressionist universal theme without 

any discriminations ,she demonstrate very beautifully about humanity colors that are very 

friendly and happily Live's in this greatest Earth. Each circle is talking by itself with form of 

the human head with human face and eyes , lips and so on .The intergraded Colors are very 

joyful and optical to attentional the viewers and mention that we are in the same universe , 

we live in the same Earth . The intergraded paints are absolutely mastery creativity and 

beautiful that are full of expressionist and meaningful with shades of lights and shades of 

night time . The circles are in great forms and compositions with gorgeous and mastery 

characterize and portraitures surrealistic way . 

 

The master Gitta Lindblom is the artist with incredible creativity of the inspirations and 

aspirations to stimulate the people's interest and attentional .The master Gitta Lindblom is an 

accomplished  artist to provoke the emotional emotions from the color inspires and with her 

mastery creativity which is in all of contemporary artists and people around the world . 

 



This post will be group cover photo for 4 days very pleasure ably . 

 

Viva master Gitta Lindblom 

 

https://m.facebook.com/groups/1131327006951005?view=permalink&id=276506564024379
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https://m.facebook.com/groups/1131327006951005?view=permalink&id=2765065640243792
https://m.facebook.com/groups/1131327006951005?view=permalink&id=2765065640243792

